In this research, since obstacle avoidance is taken into consideration, the static walk is adopted as a basic walk and the order of swing leg is determined. A free gait planning in the static walk was already formulated as a conditional optimization problem and the solution method by the Monte Carlo method was proposed by Nakamura et al. (Nakamura et al., 1999) . However, assumed, fixed environment specializes the result obtained from this method; it has no flexibilities to the outside of search environment. Dimensions of the obstacle and the current state of the robot can be perceived accurately, because of the presence of force sensors, ultrasonic sensors and potentiometers on the present quadruped robot. A simulator is built based on the robot's structure and the path to the destination is acquired from the simulator. When avoiding an obstacle by quadruped robot, there are many combinatorial solutions, such as combinations of turn and forward movements, combinations of sideway and forward movements, etc. The robot's body height must be regulated because leg movement is restricted by height. When the leg is placed on a corner of an obstacle, the robot may fall, so robot action must be determined from the relative position between the obstacle and the robot. We propose a method for determining the action of a quadruped robot using neural network (NN) from the position of the destination, the obstacle configuration, and the robot's self-state. Note, however, that no any free-gait motion is taken into consideration at the first research. The order of swing leg in free-gait is determined in the second research using the amount of movements and the robot's self-state. The static walk of the quadruped robot has 24 kinds of the order of swing leg. Since the static walk always needs to set the COG of the robot in the polygon constructed by the supporting legs, the amount of movements of the body is different, depending on the order of swing leg. Therefore, the order of swing leg is determined by another NN. Furthermore, an NN for determining the robot action is acquired by re-learning the NN that was built in the case when the order of swing leg was fixed. To reach a destination with a minimum number of walking cycles (Furusho, 1993) , NN design parameters are optimized by a genetic algorithm (GA) using data from several environments, in which each environment has different destinations and obstacle dimensions. Fig. 1 shows the experimental setup. TITAN-VIII (Hirose & Arikawa 1999 ) (see Fig. 2 ) is the quadruped robot. TITAN-VIII has four legs, one with three DOF, and each joint has a potentiometer. Force sensing resistors (Interlink Electronics, FSR Part # 402) are used on the leg sole to measure force exerted on each leg. Ultrasonic sensors (NiceRa, T/R40-16) are used on the forelegs to detect an obstacle; each foreleg has three ultrasonic sensors. Potentiometer measurement and force sensing resistor are transferred to a personal computer through a robot interface board (Fujitsu, and an A/D converter board (Interface Corporation, PCI-3133). The ultrasonic sensor measures the time difference between emittance and reception of ultrasonic waves, which is reflected on an obstacle by universal pulse processor (UPP), part of RIF-01. The computer sends joint angle commands to a motor driver (Okazaki Sangyo Co. Ltd., Titech Motor Driver) on the robot through the robot interface board. Since sensor information in feedback control must be processed in real time, RT-Linux is used as the computer OS. The coordinate system of one leg of the robot is defined in Fig. 3 . For any leg, assuming position coordinates of a shoulder are r si (x si , y si , z si ) and position coordinates of a sole are r fi (x fi , y fi , z fi ), joint angles, ( 0i , 1i , 2i ) are obtained by 
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Obstacle Detection and Recognition
To avoid an obstacle, its existence and height must be recognized using sensory information. For the robot, obstacles are detected and recognized by ultrasonic sensors. Ultrasonic sensors detect obstacles perpendicular to signals emitted by them. If the ultrasonic sensor was on the robot, the measurement of sensors would be shortened, so the ultrasonic sensors are on legs so that the emission of ultrasonic waves is changeable. As a result, obstacles not perpendicular to the robot's forward direction can be detected. When a leg is swinging, it can move up to a position where the ultrasonic sensor does not detect anything. Using this concept, the height of the obstacle is measured roughly. Ultrasonic sensors on forelegs detect obstacles in the robot's forward direction. A downward sensor detects the unevenness of terrain. When the center of the robot's body is set as the origin, the position of an obstacle, (x ob , y ob ), detected by the robot's front sensors is given by
The position of an obstacle detected by the robot's left and right sensors is given by
Here, i denotes the front leg numbers (i=1, 2). The position of the detected obstacle is calculated with the distance L so measured by ultrasonic sensor, together with the body position and the joint angles of the foreleg. Positions of obstacles, detected where the robot moves (Fig. 4) are given in Figs. 5 and 6. Fig. 5 shows information regarding obstacles from foreleg sensors. We found that one side of each obstacle is detected. Fig. 6 shows positions and heights of obstacles when a leg passed over them, detected by the downward sensor. Robot action must be determined using such information. 
Action Determination of Quadruped Robot Using an NN
For an actual robot, information obtained from sensors includes leg joint angles and dimensions and heights of obstacles. We assumed that destination information is given in advance. Actions of the quadruped robot are determined by the above information. For each action, there are several combinatorial solutions such as the combination of forward-and turning-motions, one of forward-and sideway-motions, etc. The robot action is decided by a three-layered NN (Fig. 7) . This NN is trained offline so as to achieve an action using a minimum number of walking cycles. Inputs to the NN are assumed to be the position of each sole {x f1 (k), y f1 (k)}, ···, {x f4 (k), y f4 (k)}, the robot's body height Zr(k), x-directional maximum and minimum distances to an obstacle at right {x ormax (k), x ormin (k)}, the y-directional maximum and minimum distances to the obstacle at right {y ormax (k), y ormin (k)}, and the height of the obstacle at right {z ormax (k), z ormin (k)}, the xdirectional maximum and minimum distances to the obstacle at left {x olmax (k), x olmin (k)}, the y-directional maximum and minimum distances to the obstacle at left {y olmax (k), y olmin (k)}, and the height of the obstacle at left {z olmax (k), z olmin (k)}; x-directional distance error, i.e., distance between the COG of the robot and destination x de (k), y-directional distance error y de (k), and direction error, i.e., the direction between the destination and forward direction of the robot A radial basis function neural network (RBFNN) (Elanayar & Shin, 1994 , Sakawa & Tanaka, 1999 , known as an NN that can realize various approximation functions, is used in the control system. With an RBFNN, a nonlinear function is expanded by any basis function having a circular contour, and is used as function approximation or pattern recognition. Unit functions at the hidden (or intermediate) layer of RBFNNs are given by
where i denotes ith unit output at the hidden layer, and design parameters of RBF are center c i and standard deviation i for each input. jth unit output at output layer o j is given by
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which is calculated by a linear combination of outputs of the hidden layer. Here, ij denotes the connection weight between the ith hidden unit and the jth output unit, and m denotes the number of units at the hidden layer, where the number of hidden units is determined by trial and error. The number of hidden units was set to m=100, because a good result was obtained when m was four times the number of inputs. Using this RBFNN, an action of the quadruped robot is determined from the information of the obstacles, the current state of the robot, and the destination information.
Acquisition of Obstacle Avoidance by Simulation
A block diagram of obstacle avoidance control system is shown in Fig. 8 . To avoid obstacles, the system responds to the environment by altering the path and getting over or striding obstacles. To do so, the robot changes its height to that of an obstacle. Such actions constrain how much the robot can adjust the height. The RBFNN determines the movement of the robot using obstacle dimensions, the position of each leg, and robot height, collectively considered during walking.
Positions of shoulders and legs are computed from the amount of movement. Each joint angle is calculated by Eq. (1), and the output is communicated to the robot. 
Simulation condition
The simulation environment is shown in Fig. 9 . The y-axis is set to the forward direction of the robot. The robot is assumed to start from point ( One of the two obstacles is assumed to be the obstacle that the robot cannot get over, so that simulation is conducted for 96 obstacles. Walking is a crawl in which the body is supported by three or more legs. The order of swing leg selection is the right hind-leg, right foreleg, left hind-leg, and left foreleg. Realization of stable static walking is similar to the crawl. The COG of the robot should be in the polygon constructed by the supportive legs; therefore the body is moved so that the COG of the robot is always in the supportive leg polygon. We assume that the robot is parallel to the ground. Table 1 . x-and y-directional coordinates of obstacles.
Setup of fitness function
In simulation, connection weights of the NN and parameters (center and standard deviations) of RBFs are optimized by a GA (Michalewicz, 1996) so that the robot avoids obstacles and reaches the destination with a minimum number of walk cycles. T denotes the walk cycles required to move from the starting point to the destination while avoiding obstacles by stable walking. The maximum number of walk cycles T max in one environment is set to 50 and walking stops if the walk cycles exceed T max .
The number of individuals 100 Crossover rate 0.6 (uniform crossover) Selection strategy Tournament selection (3 individuals) Elitist preserving strategy 10 
Performance for training data
A typical control result after training the RBFNN using the above procedure is shown in Fig. 11 . Environmental conditions for one of 96 combinations were as follows: x-and y-directional initial distance error of the destination were (x de , y de )= ( 
Performance for untrained environment
In this section, we examine RBFNN performance in an untrained environment. We set the initial distance errors at ( . Fig. 12 shows the results. In simulation, since the obstacle at left could not be gotten over by the robot, it moved to the right and got over it. We found that legs 2 and 4 were used for getting over the obstacle at right so that the robot reached the destination. The number of walk cycles to the goal was 9 and the final distance error was (x de , y de )=(0.036, 0.104) [m] . 
Experiments
Experiments were conducted by quadruped robot TITAN-VIII. Walk was at a crawl and the robot recognized an obstacle by ultrasonic sensors on the forelegs. x-and y-directional movement and the turning angle of the robot were determined by the NN from simulation. We assumed that the robot could not get over an obstacle taller than 0.15 [m] . Placement of a swing leg is decided by information retrieved by the downward ultrasonic sensor, depending on whether the placement is a corner of the obstacle. Whether the leg is a swing leg or not is decided by the force sensor.
Destination
Obstacle TITAN-VIII The experimental environment is shown in Fig. 13 . One obstacle is on the right and the other on the left. The obstacle at left can not be gotten over by the robot. Initial distance error was set to (x de , y de )=(0.0, 1.9) [m] . Positions of obstacles are detected by the robot (Figs. 14 and 15 ). Fig. 14 shows information on obstacles gathered by sensors on the forelegs, whose results show that only one side of each obstacle could be detected. Fig. 15 shows positions and heights of obstacles when the leg has passed over them, which were detected by downward sensors. The path to the destination and the presence of obstacles is shown in Fig. 16 . We found that the robot turned to the right to avoid the obstacle at left, which could not be gotten over, but got over the obstacle at right. Legs 2 and 4 were used for getting over the obstacle at right and the robot reached the destination. The number of walk cycles to the goal was 9 and the final distance error was (x de , y de )=(0.137, 0.075) [m]. Since obstacle avoidance is taken into consideration, it is assumed that the static walk is adopted as a basic walk and the order of swing leg is determined. 24 kinds of the order exist in a static walk of the quadruped robot. Although 24 kinds of the order can be tried to implement whenever the quadruped robot walks, in this research, the order of swing leg is determined by a three-layered NN shown in Fig. 17 . Inputs to the NN are assumed to be the robot's body height Zr(k), the amount of x-and y-directional movements of the robot { Xr(k), Yr(k)} and the turning angle of the robot r(k). Moreover, we prepare 24 units at the output, corresponding to 24 kinds of the order (Table 3 ). The order of swing leg fed to the quadruped robot uses the order associated to the unit whose output value is closest to one among output units. RBFNN is also used for the NN, where the number of units in the hidden layer is set to 50. Table 3 . Order of swing leg to each output of NN.
Determination of the Order of Swing Leg for Free-Gait
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Acquisition of the Order of Swing Leg
In a static walk of quadruped robot, since the amount of movements of the body changes with the order of swing leg, the robot produces different movable range for each order of swing leg. For this reason, if the stability of static walk is maintained by less movement of the body, then the movable range of each leg becomes large; it can imsequently enlarge the movable range of the robot. , respectively, the order of swing leg that the movement of the robot's body is a minimum and the stability of static walk is satisfied is set as one, and the other order is set to zero. Here, there were 19 kinds of the order of swing leg that the amount of movements of the robot's body became the minimum. Note however that when the amount of changes of Zr(k), Xr(k), Yr(k) , and r(k) is fixed, the number of selections is changed, depending on the order of swing leg. Therefore, the amount of change of Zr(k), Xr(k), Yr(k) , and r(k) is enlarged for the case of high number of selections, whereas the amount of change of movement is made small for the case of low number of selections, and 20 data are prepared for each order of swing leg. Moreover, it is assumed that initial leg positions of quadruped robot are set to (x f1 , y f1 )=(-0.25, 0.3), (x f2 , y f2 )=(0.25, 0.25), (x f3 , y f3 )=(-0.25, -0.25), and (x f4 , y f4 )=(0.25, -0.3) [m] . Here, the subscript number denotes the leg number.
In this research, the order of swing leg is determined using RBFNN. Connection weights of the NN and parameters (center and standard deviations) of RBFs are optimized by a GA so that the relation between an input and an output is satisfied. There is 19 kinds of the order of swing leg chosen when changing Zr(k), Xr(k) , Yr(k) , and r(k), respectively, and 20 data are prepared for each one. Here, there are a total of 380 kinds of combination optimized by using GA. The associated fitness function of an individual is defined by 
whose solution is searched for as a minimization problem. n is the total number of combinations in optimization. fitness A is an evaluation function only applied when a teacher signal ts j is one, which is given by fitness B denotes the largest value in the difference of o j and ts j . j denotes the unit number 1 to 24 except for the case of j1 that denotes the unit number of ts j 1.
Obstacle Avoidance with Consideration to the Free-Gait
A block diagram of obstacle avoidance control system considered here is shown in Fig.  18 . The avoidance action of quadruped robot is determined by the upper NN. Furthermore, the order of swing leg is determined by the lower NN from the amount of movements of the robot. The simulation environment is the same as section 4.1. The y-axis is set to the forward direction of the robot. The robot is assumed to start from point ( . Here, although a robot can get over an obstacle at right, an obstacle at left shall not be get over. The robot's body height Zr(k) is adjusted and changed to the height of the obstacle which can be get over.
When the order of swing leg is fixed
The movement path of the quadruped robot when fixing the order of swing leg and avoiding an obstacle is shown in Fig. 19 , and the corresponding amount of movements of the robot's body Br is shown in Table 4 . Here, the leg number used as swing leg is assigned as the left foreleg to 1, right foreleg to 2, left hind-leg to 3 and right hind-leg to 4, as shown in Fig. 2 . The robot's body height changes as shown in Fig. 20 . Furthermore, it can be checked from Fig. 20 that both the leg 2 and 4 were used for a getting over to the obstacle at right. Table 4 . The amount of movements of the robot's body when fixing the order of swing leg. 
When all 24 kinds of the order are tried
The movement path of the quadruped robot, when trying all 24 kinds of the order and avoiding an obstacle, is shown in Fig. 21 , and the amount of movements of the robot's body Br is shown in Table 5 . Here, the robot's body height changes with obstacles. For this reason, the robot's body height varies as shown in Fig. 20 . Compared to the case where the order of swing leg is fixed, it is found that the amount of movements of the robot's body is relatively small. Table 5 . The amount of movements of the robot's body when trying all 24 kinds of the order.
When the order of swing leg is determined by RBFNN
After training the lower RBFNN, the movement path of the quadruped robot, determining the order of swing leg and avoiding an obstacle, is shown in Fig. 22 . The corresponding amount of movements of the robot's body Br is shown in Table 6 . Note here that the robot's body height is the same as that shown in Fig. 20 . Compared to the case where the order of swing leg is fixed, it is observed that the amount of movements of the robot's body is small. However, compared with the case where all 24 kinds of the order are tried, the amount of movements of t he body was slightly large. Table 6 . The amount of movements of the robot's body when determining the order of swing leg using RBFNN.
Re-learning of the NN for Determining the Robot Action
NN for determining the robot action is acquired by re-learning the NN that was built in the case when the order of swing leg was fixed. A block diagram of obstacle avoidance control system is the same as section 5.2. Moreover, the simulation condition and fitness function are the same as section 4.1.
When the Obstacle at Right is a Wall
We set the initial distance errors at ( =0.12 [m] . Here, although a robot can get over an obstacle at left, an obstacle at right shall not be get over. The simulation result using the learned RBFNN is shown in Fig. 23 . The number of walk cycles to the goal was 10, and the distance from the COG of the robot to the destination point was (x de , y de )=(0.017, -0.027) [m] . Moreover, the amount of movements of the robot and the order of swing leg are shown in Table 7 . It was found that the order of the swing leg changes with the amount of movements of the robot. In the simulation result of the case where unlearned RBFNN is used, the number of walk cycles to the goal was 9, and the distance from the COG of the robot to the destination point was (x de , y de )=(-0.037, -0.046) [m] . Table 7 . The amount of movements of the robot in the case where an obstacle at right is a wall.
When the Obstacle at Left is a Wall
We set the initial distance errors at (x de , y de )=(-0.15, 2.2) [m] , and x-and y-directional coordinates of two obstacles at (x or1 , y or1 )=(0.1, 0.85), (x or2 , y or2 )=(0.1, 0.65), (x or3 , y or3 )=(0.5, 0.66), (x or4 , y or4 )=(0.5, 0.86), (x ol1 , y ol1 )=(-0.5, 0.75), (x ol2 , y ol2 )=(-0.5, 0.55), (x ol3 , y ol3 )=(-0.2, 0.65), and (x ol4 , y ol4 )=(-0.2, 0.85) [m], together with z-directional coordinates at z or =0.12 and z ol =0.3 [m] . Here, although a robot can get over an obstacle at right, an obstacle at left shall not be get over. The simulation result is shown in Fig. 24 . The number of walk cycles to the goal was 11, and the distance from the COG of the robot to the destination point was (x de , y de )=(0.018, -0.014) [m] . Moreover, the amount of movements of the robot and the order of swing leg are shown in Table 8 . In the simulation result when unlearned RBFNN is used, the number of walk cycles to the goal was 10, and the distance from the COG of the robot to the destination point was ( Table 8 . The amount of movements of the robot in the case where an obstacle at left is a wall.
Conclusions
We experimentally have proved a method for acquiring a path to a destination and obstacle avoidance of a quadruped robot. Robot actions were determined through an RBFNN, whose input consisted of destination information, obstacle configuration, and current robot status. Using training data on environmental conditions, focusing on x-, y-, and z-coordinates of different obstacles and certain destinations, RBFNN design parameters were optimized using a GA so that the robot reached the destination with a minimum number of walking cycles. For an untrained (unknown) environment, we found that the RBFNN was useful for acquiring an obstacle avoidance path to the destination. Effectiveness of this approach was examined by actual experiments. However, free-gait motion was not taken into consideration in the first reseach. A method of determining the order of swing leg in free gait by an RBFNN, whose inputs are the amount of movements for the quadruped robot and the height of the body, has been proposed for the second research. In the tuning of design parameters of the RBFNN, 20 data to which the amount of movements for the robot was changed are prepared for each order of swing leg. Such design parameters were optimized using GA so that the relation between an input and an output is satisfied. As a result, compared to the case where the order of swing leg is fixed, the amount of movements for the robot body was small. However, compared to the case where all 24 kinds of the order are tried, that for the robot body was slightly large. It seems to be attributed to the fact that there was few data used for the study of the RBFNN. In order to make the amount of movements for the robot body much smaller, more data need to be used for the study of RBFNN. In order to acquire the obstacle avoidance action of quadruped robots with considering to the order of swing leg, the action of a quadruped robot has been determined through an RBFNN, whose inputs were the destination information, the obstacle configurations, and the robot's self-state. The NN for determining the robot's action is acquired by re-learning the NN that was built in the case where the order of swing leg was fixed. Compared to the case where the unlearned RBFNN is used, the final distance error to the destination of the present approach was small; however the walk cycle was comparable to each other. It is attributed to the fact that a priority was assigned to the error distance in the evaluation of GA. For this reason, in order to make a walk cycle smaller, further fitness function of GA needs to be re-examined. Moreover, the effectiveness of the proposed system needs to be verified by using the actual system. Obstacles are recognized by an ultrasonic sensor that detects reflected ultrasonic waves on a flat surface. Obstacles were assumed to be flat, i.e., rectangular blocks and oblique obstacles were not considered. Since the order of the swing leg was assumed to be constant, this assumption appears to have slightly restricted the robot action. We will improve the mobility efficiency of the robot by constructing a system that changes the sequence of the swing leg based on environmental conditions and improve recognition system by adding a vision sensor (Chow & Chung, 2002) .
